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Expert anthropologist shows missionaries how to better understand the people they serve and their

historical and cultural settings.
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"This excellent book offers indeed what the title suggests: insights--deep, comprehensive, and very

practical. They are offered with great warmth and wisdom by a person who is both an anthropologist

and a missionary. . . . With the addition of some questions for further thought and suggestions for

reading, this book will make a good textbook in the field of missionary anthropology."--Gottfried

Oosterwal, Religious Studies Review"In this book Paul Hiebert has pulled together an impressive

array of insights (from his own missionary experience and from the experience of other

missionaries) which anthropology offers the would-be missionary. . . . The book has been written in

an easy-to-read, straightforward style. Hiebert provides an abundance of primary sources for those

who might want to pursue further individual insights. It is a book that will be valuable to mission

executives, missionary candidates, and even experienced missionaries."--Jacob A. Loewen,

Missiology"This is a book that needed to be written. . . . No single volume focuses the insights

derived from the study of anthropology so comprehensively and yet so practically on the life and

work of the average evangelical missionary as does this one. While ideal as a supplementary text

for a course in missionary anthropology, this book can be read with real profit by anyone engaged in

or contemplating a cross-cultural ministry. . . . The book is replete with helpful tables, charts,



diagrams, and carefully selected excerpts from other writers. . . . This is the kind of book that

deserves to be read not only at the beginning of one's missionary career but also at five-year

intervals thereafter."--Kenneth Mulholland, Evangelical Missions Quarterly"[Hiebert] provides a

sound treatment both of culture and of the gospel that denies the complexity of neither. He treats

the task of living in another culture with much practical wisdom and a good deal of intellectual

sophistication. He presents a thoroughly sound and persuasive approach to contextualization and

the communication of the gospel. . . . This is all done in clear, nonjargony language. Effective charts

and diagrams sprinkle the text and go a long way toward illustrating difficult concepts and ideas. . . .

This book is believable, convincing, and practical. . . . It would be useful for courses in applied

anthropology, missiology and missionary preparation, and the theory of culture."--Harley Schreck,

Perspectives on Science and Christian Faith

The late Paul G. Hiebert (19322007) was distinguished professor of mission and anthropology at

Trinity Evangelical Divinity School and previously taught at Fuller Theological Seminary. He also

served as a pastor and missionary to India. He received his Ph.D. from the University of Minnesota

and was the author or coauthor of numerous articles and books in the fields of anthropology and

missions.

Mr. Hiebert's book was instrumental in getting me back to my Christian roots! He is a genius of our

time in the Christan field of knowledge. I was reminded of all the truths that make sense in this world

that are completely opposite to the world itself, which opposes Christ! They can be argued, but truth

always comes up on top when it is "rightly divided (2 Timothy 2:15)." It is a brilliant read for those

who wish to share the truth that we all need to hear--the one truth that will change our lives for the

better and make us new creations in Christ! Absolutely invaluable! Thank you, Mr. Hiebert!

deep but understandable material for missionaries or missionaries in training.

This book is a great read. It is not too dense, while still being thoroughly insightful. Gives a good

perspective for Christians to understand before they become missionaries

A good book that we used for class as we studied AnthropologyI liked it at most parts and it really

helped me to understand this important subject and I realized a lot of things about myself and life as

a missionaryGood book as an introduction



The author goes through every stage at a missionary encounters and explains how the gospel can

be practically communicated cross-culturally. He gives strategy and wisdom to loving people of

different faiths, yet not compromising but fulfilling the biblical mandate to reach the nations for the

gospel of Jesus Christ. This is a must read for anyone inspiring to reach their neighbor or a nation

for the glory of The Lord.

Clearly covers what a new missionary will experience on the field. This can only come from being

through it himself.

"Anthropological Insights for Missionaries" should be required reading for anyone involved in short

or long term missions. While well researched, this book also comes from an insider. Mr. Hiebert's

years of mission experience shine through in the practical applications. As you read answer

questions like, "What are my cultural assumptions?" or "Where does the culture not meet the

people's needs?" This would make a great supplemental textbook for any missionology class.

Excellent by one of the top authors in the field. The brief case studies bring the text to life and help

equip the reader for applying the insights to ministry.
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